**Regulation Signs**

Red circle with a slash on white background with a black pictogram. Activities pictured with this type of sign are prohibited.

- **Swimming Prohibited**
- **Fishing Prohibited**
- **Personal Watercraft Prohibited**
- **Surfing Prohibited**
- **Diving Prohibited**
- **Boating Prohibited**
- **Bodyboards Prohibited**

**Warning Signs**

Yellow diamond, black pictogram. Warning this type of sign identifies danger or a potential dangerous situation.

- **Caution Shallow Water**
- **Beware Cliff Edge**
- **Beware Deep Water**

**Information Signs**

White writing or pictogram on blue background. This type of sign displays general information.

- **Arrow points the direction to the closest Lifesaving Patrolled area**
- **Inform a person of your trip intentions.**
- **Check the marine weather report.**
- **Properly maintain your vessel, engine and safety equipment.**
- **Ensure you have sufficient fuel and reserve fuel.**
- **Fully charge your batteries.**